Researchers have used various methods to evaluate the fine-grained interactions of intelligent tutors with their students. We present a case study comparing three such methods on the same data set, logged by Project LISTEN's Reading Tutor from usage by 174 children in grades 2-4 (typically 7-10 years) over the course of the 2005-2006 school year. The Reading Tutor chooses randomly between two different types of reading practice. In assisted oral reading, the child reads aloud and the tutor helps. In "Word Swap," the tutor reads aloud and the child identifies misread words. One method we use here to evaluate reading practice is conventional analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), where the outcome is performance on the same words when encountered again later. The second method is learning decomposition, which estimates the impact of each practice type as a parameter in an exponential learning curve. The third method is knowledge tracing, which estimates the impact of practice as a probability in a dynamic Bayes net. The comparison shows qualitative agreement among the three methods, which is evidence for their validity.
Introduction
The behavior of an intelligent tutor affects its efficacy, so it is important to evaluate. One reason is to improve the tutor as part of data-driven iterative refinement. Another reason is to draw lessons for what behaviors to embrace or avoid in designing other tutors. The obvious way to evaluate alternative tutorial behaviors is to perform a controlled between-subjects comparison of different versions of the tutor, with each version employing a different behavior. However, such experiments may require many students and considerable time to achieve statistically reliable results. Is there a better way?
Fortunately, intelligent tutors can log detailed, longitudinal interactions, and experimentally vary the behaviors that affect those interactions. Analyzing the resulting data lets us evaluate tutorial behaviors. Such evaluation can test whether a behavior works, gauge how well it works, and compare alternatives.
Previous research has employed various methods to perform such analyses, but we are not aware of any studies whose express purpose was to compare alternative methods for evaluating tutor behavior. To help fill this gap, we present a case study that applies three analysis methods to the same data set, described in Section 2. Sections 3, 4, and 5 respectively describe each method as applied to the data. Finally, Section 6 summarizes results, conclusions, and contributions.
Case Study: Evaluate Two Modes of Practice in a Reading Tutor
We carried out our case study on data from Project LISTEN's Reading Tutor, which helps children learn how to read [1] . The Reading Tutor and the student take turns to pick a story, which is then displayed line by line on a computer screen. The Reading Tutor listens to the student read the story aloud, and uses automatic speech recognition (ASR) to track the student's position in the text, detect (some) mistakes, and measure the time to read each word. The Reading Tutor also provides various forms of assistance when the student gets stuck, or clicks for help. It logs its interactions and speech recognizer output into a database. The analysis problem in our case study is to compare two modes of practice for children who are still learning the letter-sound mappings of English. The Reading Tutor uses an instructional activity adapted from published interventions [2] [3] [4] [5] to teach these mappings in the context of isolated words. To exercise taught mappings in the context of connected reading, the Reading Tutor then presents practice text in one of two modes -choosing randomly between them each time, but using the same text either way.
One mode of practice is assisted oral reading. In this mode, the Reading Tutor displays each successive story sentence, e.g., Sam sat on the mat, and listens to the child read it aloud, giving help as necessary.
In the other mode, called Word Swap, the Reading Tutor reads aloud, and the child provides feedback. Word Swap is based on an activity used by a human expert to teach children to attend to the correspondence between print and sound. First the Reading Tutor explains the task: In Word Swap, the Reading Tutor picks a word at random from each sentence, e.g., sat, and replaces it with some other random word from the story, e.g., am. It displays the modified sentence, e.g. Sam am on the mat, but plays the narration of the original sentence, so as to deliberately "misread" the replaced word. (The Reading Tutor uses recorded human speech, so it is easier to modify the displayed text of the sentence than its spoken narration.) The student's task is to click on the "misread" word. When the student clicks on the "misread" word am, the Reading Tutor replaces it with the correct word sat and says Right! This says am, not sat. If the student clicks on a correctly read word, the Reading Tutor says, no, the Tutor read that word right! Which is more effective -assisted reading or Word Swap? To study this question, we define "effective" in terms of how well students do on the words in the story when they read them again later. We measure performance in reading an individual word (in context) based on how long the student takes to read the word, whether the student clicks on the word for help, and whether the speech recognizer accepts the word as read correctly. We compute this information from the Reading Tutor's log data. Ideally we would also measure how well the child attends to spelling-sound correspondence when reading the word -the goal of Word Swap. However, we have not defined or automated such a measure, in part because the very signs that may indicate such attention (slow reading and frequent self-corrections) may merely indicate poor reading.
The 
RCT Analysis
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) manipulate experimental variables to test their effects on outcomes. Randomizing assignment to treatment ensures that statistically reliable effects are truly causal. Intelligent tutors can randomize tutorial decisions such as what type of practice, assistance, or feedback to provide, and log large numbers of randomized trials, as illustrated by experiments in the Reading Tutor [1] as well as other tutors [6] . Each trial has a context in which it occurred, the decision made, and its outcome [7] . Aggregating over many trials by many students lets us analyze how the decision affects the outcome.
The context of the RCTs analyzed in this paper is the point at which the Reading Tutor has just taught some letter sounds and the student encounters a word in a practice text. The decision is which mode of practice to give -namely, assisted reading or Word Swap. The Reading Tutor randomizes this decision within-subject and withintext. That is, each time the Reading Tutor finishes a letter-sound lesson, it makes this decision anew. Randomizing within-subject -that is, giving each student both types of practice -controls for individual differences among students. Likewise, randomizing within-text -that is, using the same set of texts for both modes of practice -controls for differences among texts. However, the Reading Tutor chooses the mode of practice for an entire text at a time, rather than for each individual word. We can treat the practiced words as separate trials, but they are not independent.
How to define outcome? To analyze which mode of practice results in better word learning, we define the outcome of each trial as the student's performance on a later encounter of the same word. (Practice on a word affects performance on that word much more than on other words [8] .) If this encounter occurs in a story the student has read before, the student's performance may reflect remembering the story rather than reading the word. If the encounter occurs too soon, the student's performance may just reflect how recently the student or tutor has read the word. On the other hand, as time elapses, the trial's effect diminishes relative to other influences, such as classroom instruction.
Therefore we define its outcome as performance on the student's first encounter of the word 1-3 days after the randomized trial, provided it occurs in a new context.
As Section 1 explained, we measure performance on a word based on how long the student takes to read it, whether the student clicks on it for help, and whether the speech recognizer accepts it as read correctly. Table 1 defines the measures we use for RCT analysis. We represent undefined outcomes as null values.
Table 1. Outcome measures used in RCT analysis
Measure Definition Accepted
The speech recognizer (ASR) recognized the word as read correctly Asked help
The student clicked on the word for help in reading it Credited
True if the ASR accepted the word without the student receiving help; false if the ASR rejected the word or the student requested help; undefined (and excluded from RCT analysis) if the ASR accepted the word after tutorinitiated help that masked whether the student knew the word Latency [9] The delay from the end of reading the previous word until starting to say the current word Reading time Latency plus the time to say the word, with this sum capped at 3 seconds to deal with outliers Adjusted time [10] Reading time for credited word; 3 seconds for uncredited word; undefined if credit is undefined Sources of variance in word reading performance include student, word, story, and practice mode. Since words differ more than students (C. Perfetti, personal communication), we compare practice modes paired by story and word. That is, for a story word encountered in both assisted reading and Word Swap (generally by different students), we compare performance on each word after one mode of practice versus after the other, averaged across students. We compute the difference in a performance measure M as M(Word Swap) -M(assisted reading). We use a t-test, paired by story and word, to test whether performance differs significantly by practice mode, so the degrees of freedom (253) are one fewer than the number of such words.
As Table 2 shows, this difference is significantly greater than 0 for latency, reading time, and adjusted time. The positive difference means that students read words significantly slower after Word Swap than after assisted reading practice. Whether this is good news or bad news for Word Swap depends on why they read slower: are they paying better attention? or did they just learn the words less well? We can't tell.
Because this comparison does not control for student identity, one possible confounding factor is the difference between students who get one type of practice and students who get the other. However, since treatment assignment is randomized anew for each passage for each student, and for each word is based on different randomized subsets of students across stories, we assume we can ignore differences between these subsets. To test this assumption, we verified that reading proficiency (measured by a paper pretest) and reading level (estimated by the Reading Tutor) did not differ significantly between treatment conditions. Besides pairing by word, we also tried pairing by student and averaging performance after each mode across the words the student practiced in that mode, but none of the differences were statistically reliable. This approach is more conservative because it controls for individual differences among students, and because each student's performance is independent of other students' performance. However, it is less powerful statistically because there were fewer students than words, and because it does not control for differences between the words practiced in different modes. 
Learning Decomposition
Learning decomposition generalizes classic exponential learning curve analysis to estimate the relative benefit of different types of practice [10] , and has now been used in several such analyses. In brief, it models each student's item performance data (in this case word reading times) as an exponential function of previous practice on the item. The model disaggregates practice into the number of encounters of each practice type (e.g., Word Swap or assisted reading), each weighted by a free parameter coefficient. Fitting the model to the data (e.g. in SPSS) yields parameter estimates that represent the relative value of each type of practice for that student. Averaging and bootstrapping the parameter estimates across students gives confidence intervals on the means and tells which differences between practice types are reliable. We follow earlier work [10] in three respects. First, we measure performance using the adjusted time measure defined in Table 1 of Section 3, and exclude encounters where its value is undefined. Second, to exclude recency and story memorization effects as mentioned in Section 3, we measure performance only on a student's first encounter of a word each day, and only in a story that he or she has not read before. Third, we adopt the same general model form, including an additive term to represent the effect of word length. However, we use different practice types, namely assisted reading and Word Swap. The input variables #Reading and #Swap count the number of prior encounters of the same word in assisted reading and Word Swap, respectively. These practice variables include all encounters of the word, not just the first encounter on each day or in each story.
Using Equation 1, we build a model for each individual student. After excluding models for which the fitting procedure fails due to sparse data, we take medians of the remaining 140 models as the overall parameter estimates. We use medians instead of means in order to deemphasize outliers in the noisy individual estimates. We also derive the 95% confidence interval for each parameter using non-parametric bootstrapping [11] . Table 3 shows the result. The confidence interval for β shows that it is significantly less than 1, which implies that Word Swap has significantly less impact than assisted reading in reducing (adjusted) word reading time. However, β is also reliably (though just barely) greater than 0, implying that Word Swap also reduces word reading time.
Knowledge Tracing
Knowledge tracing [12] infers a student's knowledge of a skill from observations of the student's performance on that skill. Knowledge tracing incrementally updates the probability K n that the student knows a given skill at time step n, according to a dynamic Bayes net model with the following parameters:
• knew: Probability K 0 that the student already knew the skill prior to instruction • learn: Probability of acquiring the skill from a single practice • forget: Probability of losing a known skill • guess: Probability of answering correctly without knowing the skill • slip: Probability of answering incorrectly despite knowing the skill.
To investigate how different modes of practice influence student knowledge, we introduce another node Practice Mode (PM) into the basic knowledge tracing model, as Figure 1 shows.
Fig. 1. Knowledge tracing model extended with a binary-valued "Practice Mode" node
This model assumes that the probability of a student's learning a skill depends on practice mode. To measure student performance in assisted word reading, we use credited (see section 3 for definition). For Word Swap steps, however, since we do not have observations of a student's reading the word, credited is unobservable. The extended model has more parameters: is_reading is the probability that the practice mode is assisted reading; K 0 _swap and K 0 _reading are the probability that the student already knew the word prior to any practice, conditioned on whether the first practice was Word Swap or assisted reading; learn_swap and learn_reading are the respective probabilities of acquiring the skill from a Word Swap or assisted reading practice opportunity; and finally, forget_swap and forget_reading are the respective probabilities of losing a skill after a Word Swap or assisted reading practice opportunity. The parameters guess and slip remain the same as in the basic knowledge tracing model.
One problem with fitting the data to a knowledge tracing model, however, is that the observed student performance can correspond to an infinite family of possible model parameter estimates [13] . Following [14] , we address this problem by specifiying a plausible initial value for each parameter, and encoding domain knowledge as Dirichlet priors on the parameters to bias the model fitting procedure. We specify an order-2 Dirichlet distribution as two positive numbers α1 and α2, which correspond roughly to the number of positive and negative examples seen. For example, we use α1=9 and α2 = 6 for K 0 _swap. These values mean roughly that the Dirichlet prior for K 0 _swap is generated from 9 cases of the student already knowing a skill, and 6 cases of the student not knowing it, when the first practice is Word Swap. The expected value of K 0 _swap is 9/(9+6) = 0.6.
We set the initial parameters, as well as α1 and α2, by examining histograms from previous knowledge tracing experiments, getting similar values to those in [14] . The first three columns in Table 4 show the name and initial value of each parameter, as well as the α1 and α2 values of the Dirichlet priors. Notice that they avoid any bias toward either Word Swap or assisted reading. We refrain from specifying Dirichlet priors for the learn and forget parameters, so as not to prejudice the search through the model space. To investigate which practice mode helps more to learn a word, we treat the ability to read each word as a distinct skill. Then we build a model for each word using observations of many students' encounters of that word, using Bayes Net Toolkit for Student Models (BNT-SM) [15] . After excluding the cases where model construction fails due to sparse data (e.g. the word was encountered very few times, or in only one treatment condition), we get 259 word-specific models, across which we average the parameter estimates. The last two columns of Table 4 show the mean and standard deviation for each parameter.
A t-test, paired by word, shows no significant difference between forget_swap and forget_reading. In contrast, learn_reading is significantly larger than learn_swap (p<0.01). That is, students are likelier to acquire a word from assisted reading practice than from Word Swap practice.
Conclusion
This paper explored three methods to evaluate tutorial behaviors: RCT analysis, learning decomposition, and knowledge tracing. It reports a case study in the context of Project LISTEN's Reading Tutor, to test whether assisted reading and Word Swap practice differ in how well they help students learn words.
One result of this endeavor is to confirm that knowledge tracing can usefully be adapted to evaluate the impact of different tutor behaviors. Previous work [16, 17] used this approach to evaluate the same mode of practice with versus without tutor help. Here we evaluate two different modes of practice, each with a different task for the student, and consequently different types of performance to observe.
In comparing evaluation methods, we have two basic questions. First, did their results agree? Yes, all three methods indicate that assisted reading beat Word Swap on one or more of our measures. Though the three methods differ in input, output, and model form, the qualitative consistency of their results provides some empirical evidence for the validity of the results and the methods.
Second, were some methods more sensitive than others? If methods A and B agree, and A is more sensitive than B, we expect A to achieve statistical significance on more comparisons than B does. We see no such pattern. The methods agree qualitatively, but not on which measures show statistically significant differences between the two modes of practice. Clarifying the empirical behavior and relative utility of these methods will require comparing them on additional data sets from diverse domains.
The results imply that assisted reading is more effective than Word Swap at helping students learn to read words quickly, accurately, and independently. They do not necessarily imply that Word Swap is inferior for its intended purpose of teaching children to attend to the correspondence between print and speech. Indeed, conceivably children read words more slowly after Word Swap than after assisted reading because it actually succeeded. One challenging direction for future work is to develop an automated measure of such attention.
